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Four Laundromat Shorts 

 

Prologue 

In the Laundromat. Saturday mornings. Regular as clockwork. Strolling through the 

boredom to the same old songs. Just – well – how can I put it? A different music 

since you‟ve been gone?  

But…? I hear you sigh (wherever you are now), put down your finance magazine, 

pick up your gung-ho-lawyer-magic-carpet-brief-case, and fly away into the revolving 

door entrance to your own delusion of self-fulfilment, which includes, amongst other 

accessories, a brand new washer and drier, in a squeaky clean, beautifully 

appointed, one touch, fully secure apartment. Picture this: I, by contrast, am left 

standing on the dog-piss/glass scattered pavement, in poorly fitting sandals engaged 

in a no-win face-off with the “tenants only” sign (not to mention the “Hard Yakka” clad 

security guard glaring from a booth), watching you walk away: 

Don’t walk away…  
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But you do.   You just do. 

These days I guess you‟re washing and drying away at your leisure. Why join me 

here at the Laundromat when you have all those personal appliances to serve your 

whims? You know how I feel these days when I‟m here? You want to see inside my 

head? This place was just about our only social life left together, and now you‟re not 

coming anymore…the crap is rising to the surface. I‟m used to the distraction of you; 

drinking you in -with a twist of your customary asperity - to dull the ache of the hard 

spare benches and the grinding machines with their cheap, dental work metallic 

smell. I‟m used to dreaming in the hollow of your Saturday morning hair-up, tight old 

T shirt aura; relaxing into the possibility of you as a compensation for the creeping 

squalor of the desiccated pin board with its tatty collage of dog-eared “Lost Kitten” 

and “Flat Mate Wanted” and "Dial A Pizza" scrawls. I‟m used to distracting you with 

the absurd life rafts of inventions I spin from the frayed bag of tricks I keep up my 

clichéd metaphorical sleeve. Rescue vessels that saved me until today from being 

dragged under by the miserable emptiness pooled in the myriad eyes – famous eyes 

- Royalty-Soap-Pop eyes - that confront me. Flinty, trapped and profligate eyes and 

flashing cheesy smiles and pouty, vacant scowls up from the cover of magazines on 

the stripped and battered work bench that passes as a coffee table.  

Now my brain‟s editing the data I‟m compiling around me into sound bites, then 

splicing it with spare footage from some archive of pathetic fantasies I once pinned 

on childhood walls, all those years ago. I mean, really, everything is shredded and 

reassembled into full on “tears of a clown when you‟re not around” stuff.  
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“So?” I hear your voice again: hard, assured, in just-a-bit-sexy-but-don‟t-over-do-it – 

short black business skirt, stepping into the new boss‟s Porsche, shedding the skin 

of Laundromats past. “So?” you say. 

Yeah – I know. The more things change…the more they.…That was your complaint: 

“You think in a series of pop music clichés.” Or “you‟re an overstuffed archive of 

camp film trivia.” Or “(Let‟s be brutal) - You‟re a cheap bullshit pseudo DJ, selling 

cheap bullshit nostalgia on a cheap bullshit, no-where-no-way www.alternative 

station, when you could be making a packet. Get with the program, loser.”  

Get with the program??? Get with the program??? Alright darlin'. You want a 

program. I'll give you a program. Here's a program. Suck on this:  

(1) Ruby Twos-day 

Enter single mum (calls herself Brandy) from down the road, as per usual. Flat 17. 

Smudge-mouthed, tow-haired (gender indeterminate) kiddie (Jayden/Jaylene?) 

tucked under one arm, legs flailing. Basket of grubby washing under the other.  

“Rip her to Shreds” (Blondie – coz you know I love my blondes darling) splutters to 

life via the half-tuned sound of a cheap TV installed on the wall.  

Jayden/Jaylene kicks free. Brandy struggles to restrain her child and the basket 

tumbles, exploding kiddy-socks and girlie-knickers in all directions. 

Intercut: Aretha Franklin signing “Respect”. “Sock it to me”. This is late 60‟s, 

American colour footage and the short psychedelic mini-coat Aretha‟s wearing is 

bleeding its hypergreeness through all the pores of the screen so that the 

Laundromat, discomat (or go-go) , throbs with that shade.  
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Brandy crawls around the floor, scooping up socks and underwear as 

Jayden/Jaylene liberates a cherished dirty white unicorn glove puppet from the 

debris of tumbled garments and waves it triumphantly in the air before crashing it 

down on Brandy‟s back.  

Cut to three teenage girls. Sluts. Acid Blonde. Multiple piercing. Scabs. Bad dye 

jobs. Close up of red rapacious mouths. Subliminal blow jobs. 

Mouth‟s sing (to no one in particular): “ya gonna be sorry….”  

Young mother looks up. Anticipates abuse. Eye‟s mist with pain. Drops washing and 

clutches wriggling, unicorn waving child defiantly.  

Sluts break into a rancidly bad punk/rap version of The Hollies "Too Young to be 

Married": "So fuck you, bitch were going to hav-er- bay-beeee" 

And then? 

The scene fades into heavily overexposed black and white photo of a glowering 

young Marlon Brando as Stanley, complete with ripped T-shirt, in A Streetcar Named 

Desire.  

In the background, Jayden/Jaylene screams. Unicorn screams. 

Cut to news footage of fat aging Brando, pathetic, defeated, wheezing into the dock, 

defending son accused of murdering sister‟s boyfriend. Sententious, syrupy faux-

Californian voice-over can be heard intoning: “Some sources close to the Oscar 

winning actor say that the now grossly obese superstar‟s family tragedies began as 

far back as the early 50‟s, when the multiply married one time sex symbol…” 
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Pull back to Brandy watching TV.  

 [She screams.] 

Close up of Martin Luther King in old piece of news footage, presenting Aretha 

Franklin with an award. Cut to Aretha singing gospel at King‟s funeral. Cut to me (all 

muscled-up and be-leathered) kissing you (teasingly blonded-up to the rafters) and 

becoming “us” giggling in the back row the movies as the clean cut couple behind 

snicker to hide their discomfort, and Forrest Gump‟s half-wit revision of the sixties 

dribbles out of the screen and into the open mouths of the waiting masses anxious to 

consume: “HISTORY”.  

Sluts chorus “sock it to me” as Jayden/Jaylene – abandoned - chews sock and 

cuddles unicorn, while his mother lies in the corner, foetal and weeping.  

 Fade out as Brandy brokenly whispers the strains of “Ruby Tuesday” into the 

unicorn‟s ear: “Loooooooooooooose yeeeeeeeeer…” 

(2) The Times They R US’ 

Young would be exec (Hamish? Mitchell? “Call me Mitch.”) car salesman (“Mitch-the-

Pitch”) enters with a cacophony of washing pouched inside his business shirt. 

Dashes to open, top-loading machine and leans forward, ripping apart shirt to vomit 

in sundry items   thus, momentarily, leaving his chest hair (and just a trace of a lace 

negligee) unfashionably exposed.  Roughly inserts change into powder machine and 

sloshes in too many plastic cups full of cheap gritty powder. Slams down top, inserts 

requisite change into slots in coin holder, rams in coin holder with brake squealing 

vigour, collapses into seat, splaying out legs. Fists on knees. Camera moves in to 

close up of fists, across which are written in black texta: 
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“The Times They”(Left fist)   “Are a Short-Changing-Me” (Right fist) 

Cut to open music magazine on table featuring picture of Dylan. Young, vigorous, 

angst-lit. Wearing that little peaked cap for dear life, like he was so cute he knew big 

Daddy market man wanted to make him a bum-chum. Picture becomes animated, 

starts singing: 

“Oh where have you been my Joan Baez 

Remember when you were my Lola Montez?” 

Cut to young man (Mitch) eyeing off blue denim encased perfectly curved arse of 

single mother (Brandy) now recovered and patiently sorting her load of washing into 

machine. She appears to be impervious to his perving. 

Gratuitous jump cuts highlight Brandy's arse and Mitch's eyes as she loads machine. 

 Quick intercut of the brightly illustrated cover of a kid‟s picture book, bearing the title: 

The Tortoise and the Hare. A child‟s hand opens the book revealing a picture of Joan 

Baez, circa many years post-Sixties, seated on a Tupperware-meets-fluffy-dice style 

talk show sofa, as if answering interview questions: “Well, it was flattering, 

Rosie/Ellen/Oprah” (this with some under-the-table footsie from one, both, or even all 

of the parties involved).  

Cut back to Laundromat. Young would be exec (Mitch the Pitch) sees small child and 

unicorn starring suspiciously at him and, (turning oh-so-nonchalant to look out the 

glass) notices that the child and unicorn are still staring with eerie persistency at him 

in reflection.  
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Mitch pokes out his tongue so that the child and unicorn can see it in the glass.  

Child and unicorn respond ditto.  

Cut to drug-fucked, afro-harlequin-haired Dylan clone with bad Texas-chain-saw-

mascara, mouthing: 

 “For the first one now will later be last &C”, with suggestive lasciviousness into the 

camera.  

Young single mother (Brandy) walks into the shot, pushes over a security guard who 

has been teetering outside the frame, then slaps Dylan-clone in the mouth.  

A gospel choir of five ten-year-old boys in drag – Aretha Franklin style – jump up and 

down singing: 

 “R E S P E C T.” 

Sluts from the previous scene return to join in the chorus, but slowly change it to a 

version of Martha and the Vandellas‟ Motown classic, “Wild One”. 

“Wild One, you‟re a Rebel…” 

Suddenly the pitch turns sardonic; the lead singer waxes Missy Elliotish, pointing 

suggestively at her cunt while shaking her head… 

Meanwhile, against a black background, the aging Brando and Dylan, both in army 

fatigues, both riddled with the marks of debauchery, struggle over a copy of Heart of 

Darkness, chanting “The Horror, The Horror”.  

The book rips in half. 
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Cut to Mitch the Pitch‟s fists. He raises the “Are a Short-Changing” fist, uncurls 

fingers, and slowly, luxuriously, begins to pick his nose with his index finger.   

Cut to you and me necking on a couch in front of a re-run of Forrest Gump on TV. 

The demo in front of the White House scene comes on, and I throw a cushion at it. 

You sit up suddenly, straighten your dress, cross your legs, and say:  

“This is really quite interesting…everything isn‟t like your version of the 60‟s you 

know. The counter culture is just a point of view, not a fact of life.” 

At which point of view the Missy look alike and I join together in a rousing chorus of: 

"So! Fuck off life!"  

(3) Mellow Yellow Fellow 

In the Laundromat. Saturday Morning.  

A middle aged priest – nominally Catholic – enters. He has no washing. He wears a 

turned up coat collar over his Omo white dog collar and completes the ensemble 

with a matching turned down gray-toned face. He refuses to acknowledge the 

presence of others in the space. He sits with a posture of repulsive humbleness in 

the corner farthest from Brandy, Mitch the Pitch, Jayden/Jaylene, Jayden Jaylene‟s 

unicorn, and their collective fantasies. After a few minutes he pulls out a little black 

book.  Gold lettering on the spine reads: Summer Holiday, by Joe Ratzinger, SJ. 

Book opens. Camera zooms in on writing. In the background, the music of 

Donovan‟s “Mellow Yellow” can be heard. We read: 

A few days ago, dear Lord, I was walking down the promenade 
towards the beach near the rectory. There I passed a small family 
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group. Two parents, quite young, the mother, clearly heavy with child, 
pushing a wee one in a pram. The father, clearly a noble specimen of 
great vigour , was beside them, parading his  magnificent Volfe-hound 
- ahem - I mean, a suitably cosy looking family dog. In front of 
them, a small blonde girl, perhaps five or six was riding a pink bicycle.  

Because I was feeling a little mellow about my life at that time - 
forgive me dear Lord, I smiled benignly at the family, perhaps with a 
little more enthusiasm than I might have customarily exhibited. 
Everything was a kind of yellow colour – it being sunset. The air was 
soft, the lights just on, glowing gently, like candles, oh Lord, in your 
house of sacred prayer and correction. The scent in the air was 
Saffron.  

The child rode past me. And it spat. It spat at me.  

The parents ignored me. Ignored the child’s behaviour. Walked past 
- simply unblinking, focused on the future. 

It was a particularly bad feeling dear Lord. Being spat at by a 
child.  

 I ran home. I looked at my face in the glass and began to wonder 
what was there.  How could I be the cause of such hostility in a young 
child? Then I prayed: “Oh Lord why hast thou forsaken me? Is it 
quite rightly that it is so?” 

The book closes. The Priest looks up to the TV as if anticipating a sign. The TV 

spurts to life with old footage of a blonde, be-wigged Dusty Springfield impersonator– 

circa late 60‟s - moving forward to mime “ Son of A Preacher man”, his/her hands 

clasped in a white soul woman‟s imitation of a black soul woman‟s imitation 
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(Aretha?) of a gospel preacher‟s humblest prayer. And dear God! I think he/she even 

means it a little. The Priest, fixated with horrified awe on this sinful tribute to an icon 

of perversity - the former Catholic convent schoolgirl once known as Mary Isabel 

Catherine Bernadette O'Brien - clasps his hands with an intensity that seems so 

desperate to stamp its sincerity on the viewing public that it automatically raises 

suspicion.  

He begins to pray.  

In the background a cockney voice – suspiciously female in timbre - interjects:  

“Ere, you sing it Dust-love”.  

 

(4) 24 hours from Dullsville (or, what a difference a gay makes) 

In the Laundromat. Saturday Morning. 

A gust of wind pushes the door open. Suspense. Surely the source of the voice – 

pure salty cockles – will metamorphosize as human? Instead an opportunistic cat 

snakes in. It is young, tortoiseshell, sleek. Its pauses in the middle of the floor and, 

lifting its paw meditatively, licks it, then begins to rub its nose in a brisk, businesslike 

way. After twenty four odd seconds it stops and begins to stare, with uncanny 

precision, at the assembled inhabitants: Brandy, Jayden/Jaylene, Mitch-the-Pitch 

and the Priest and their collective fantasies. 

Cut to those individuals, who are in freeze frame. Hold for ten seconds. Then the film 

suddenly jerks to life in a burst of hysterical speed. Mitch-the-Pitch is clicking his 

fingers to Dusty singing “Son of A Preacher man”. Jayden/Jaylene, clutching the 
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unicorn, launches into a somersault across the floor, in the general direction of the 

Priest. The Priest removes an icon of the Virgin Mary from inside his vestments and 

waves it at the television at the anti-Mary, then at the tumbling child, then at the 

unicorn that flies out of the child‟s hands and lands on his black shoes, its horn 

pointing upwards, as if in a ghastly omen. All the while the Priest is chanting mumbo 

jumbo:  

“Hail Mary, Let it Be (Me), I Bury Pauly-boy, I heard the news …oh boy- la dee…o 

blah day” and so forth.  

Brandy, meanwhile, is glued to the TV. Suddenly, outside, there is a distraction. The 

camera blinks to a new field of vision. We see Barry Manilow – all boofy hair and 

shirt-slashed-chest - wandering past the Laundromat window, singing, “Brandy” 

(you‟re a fine girl) and carrying a sign which reads “Detour to 70‟s ”.  

Brandy begins to cry.  

Then there is the sound of a record needle scratching across vinyl. Suddenly, the 

tempo changes and Drag-Dusty begins to mime Dusty's 1964 cover version of Gene 

Pitney‟s “Twenty Four Hours From Tulsa”. Close up of TV. Drag-Dusty drives an 

open topped red MG down a highway somewhere in what appears to be a Tex/Mex 

landscape. That is to say it has been culled straight from a Salsa dip jar. She wears 

a colourful scarf over her bleach blonde beehive, dark blue denim jeans and a light 

blue denim shirt. (We know all this, despite the footage being black and white). She 

is twenty-four-hours from her destination (which, logically speaking, in 1964, if we're 

talking car travel, probably puts her in Canada. But hey? When did logic have 

anything to do with Pop-desire?). She pulls off the highway and into a small 
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cardboard cut-out Hicksville USA town. Down the street there is a gaudy neon sign, 

flashing SMALL HOTEL, right above - well - a small motel. Suddenly Brandy 

appears, looking rather like Patsy Cline, in a pair of skin-tight dark jeans and white 

shirt. She assists Drag-Dusty with her luggage, and the two lock eyes. During the 

chorus: “Only one day away from your…etc.” “And I can never, never, never, never, 

never, NEVER, go home again, etc.” Dusty pulls out a compact, and touches up her 

pale pink lipstick, all the while singing to herself in the mirror. Behind Dusty and 

Brandy is a large window that contains what appears to be their reflection. However, 

a close up reveals that the reflected figures are actually the Priest, dressed 

identically to Dusty, down to the beehive with scarf, and the young Marlon Brando in 

biker gear. A cut to the compact mirror in the Priest‟s hand reveals a bottle blonde 

Virgin Mary with panda eyes winking approval, as the chorus spins out: 

“And I can never, never, go…etc. etc.”  

The scene shifts to a dark, crowded café, where a jukebox is playing (“Crazy" by Patsy Cline, of course! - oh come on honey! 

You know it‟s your favourite!). Dusty and Brandy are dancing close and staring longingly at each other - a prelude to a kiss. Cut 

to Brandy in the Laundromat, swaying to the body rhythms of an imaginary other, hypnotized by the images in front of her, her 

face ecstatic. Behind her, suds begin to flow out the top of the tubs, bubbling onto the floor. In the background Jayden/Jaylene 

bashes the Priest with the unicorn and Mitch-the-Pitch pervs lasciviously - a finger up his nose - at the TV image of Dusty and 

Patsy/Brandy‟s fluid curves flowing together. Jayden/Jaylene races away from the Priest and begins to bash Mitch-the-Pitch 

with the unicorn. Mitch-the-Pitch lashes out with his boots and Brandy intervenes, punching and kicking him to the ground in a 

frenzied rush. Meanwhile the Priest sobs and the Laundromat fills up with bubbles, ultimately obscuring all vision, except for the 

television screen, which has now switched to a new scene: the Dusty-drag Priest cuddled up to leathered-up biker Brando (do 

these two look familiar darling?) speeding off into the desert to the strains of “Leader of the Pack.”  
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Epilogue  

An empty Laundromat, late at night.  

A clicking noise is heard. Camera pans to the row of five large front-loading washers on the 

wall. Close up of middle machine. Jayden/Jaylene’s unicorn is spinning round in the spin 

cycle, its beaded eyes periodically hitting the glass. Twirling with it are four pairs of kiddie 

shorts. The unicorn can be heard whimpering and crying:  

“Noah, Noah let me in. Please, please, let me in.”  

At which point, I hear you slam the door of your mind, as you curse me for wasting my life 

(but - finally!- after all these years! -no longer yours!) playing all these bloody silly games. 

                                                            _____________ 
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